EDITORIAL

Omaha School Segregation

School segregation is not in the South. What will Omaha stop segregating school teachers?

The few Negro teachers in Omaha teach in schools that have predominantly Negro students. The few Negro school principal is principal of a school that has almost all Negro students. No Negro teachers in any high school in the entire city.

Several months ago the Omaha Star published a long list of highly qualified Omaha Negro college graduates who had to move to other cities to teach because the Omaha school system would not hire them because of their color.

This year it is reliably estimated the public school system will need from 30 to 40 new teachers, many of these new teachers will teach in Omaha's public schools.

How long are we going to permit segregation of school teachers in Omaha?

This year would not be too early to end it. The superintendent of schools in Columbus, Ohio is considering the use of Negro teachers in the high schools there. What about the State of schools in Omaha, Nebraska?

Supreme Court Clears Docket Of NAACP Segregation Cases

New York—The docket of NAACP segregation cases before the United States Supreme Court has been cleared, Thurgood Marshall, the Association's special counsel, declared this week following the Court's actions in its cases involving educational institutions, a public housing project and public recreational facilities.

While by its actions on May 31 in three cases, Mr. Marshall said, "the Supreme Court postured against extension of the May 31 ruling to areas other than...."
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